
LICENSING COMMITTEE
Tuesday 12 March 2019 at 7.30 pm

Council Chamber - Civic Centre

AGENDA

1. Apologies for Absence  

2. Declarations of Interest  

Councillors’ declarations of interest (if any) in relation to any matters on 
the agenda.

3. Minutes  (Pages 2 - 3)

4. Matters Arising  

5. Written Questions and Petitions  

6. Committee Work Plan  (Page 4)

7. Private Hire Operator Application Procedure Update  (Pages 5 - 17)

8. Private Hire Operator Conditions and the Provision of Adapted Vehicles  
(Pages 18 - 20)

9. Gambling Act 2005 Delegation of Functions  (Pages 21 - 23)

10. References from Other Committees  

Any references arising from meetings held after the publication of this 
agenda will be circulated separately.

11. Matters of Urgent Business  

To deal with any matters of an urgent nature. 

Public Document Pack



 

MINUTES OF THE LICENSING COMMITTEE 
HELD ON 

 
22 January 2019 7.30  - 7.48 pm 
 
 
PRESENT 
 
Committee Members 
Councillor Edna Stevens (Chair) 
Councillor John Strachan (Vice-Chair) 
Councillor Maggie Hulcoop 
Councillor Shannon Jezzard 
Councillor Andrew Johnson 
Councillor Frances Mason 
Councillor Lanie Shears 
 

 
Officers 
Hannah Criddle, Governance Support Officer 
Michael Pitt, Environment and Licensing Manager 
Dimple Roopchand, Assistant Solicitor 
 

 
31. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

 
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Mike Garnett and 
Nick Churchill.  
 

32. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
None.  
 

33. MINUTES  
 

RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on 20 November 
2018 are agreed as a correct record and signed by the Chair.  

 
34. MATTERS ARISING  

 
None.  
 

35. WRITTEN QUESTIONS AND PETITIONS  
 
None.  
 

36. COMMITTEE WORK PLAN  
 
It was agreed that the unallocated item of constitutional arrangements for 
delegations to Officers surrounding the issue of licences for premises 
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where gambling takes place was considered by Committee on 12 March 
2019.  
 

RESOLVED that: 
 
A Constitutional arrangements for delegations to Officers 

surrounding the issue of licences for premises where gambling 
takes place be considered by the Committee on 12 March 2019. 

 
B The Work Plan was noted.  

 
37. REVIEW OF HEALTH & SAFETY PLAN  

 
The Committee received a report which sets out the proposed Health and 
Safety Enforcement Plan.  
 

RESOLVED that the Licensing Committee: 
 

A Noted and approved the Health and Safety Enforcement Service 
Plan (attached as Appendix A to the report).  

 
38. LICENSING ACT POLICY REVIEW  

 
The Committee received a report which set out the Licensing Act 
Statement of Policy along with suggested amendments from Essex Police. 
 

RESOLVED that the Licensing Committee recommends to Full 
Council that: 
 
A The final draft of the Licensing Act Statement of Policy (attached 

as Appendix A to the report) be adopted, subject to the 
amendments suggested by Essex Police as detailed in 
paragraph 4 of the report. 

 
39. REFERENCES FROM OTHER COMMITTEES  

 
None.  
 

40. MATTERS OF URGENT BUSINESS  
 
None.  
 

  
 
 
 

 CHAIR OF THE COMMITTEE 
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LICENSING COMMITTEE WORK PLAN 2018/19       
 

   

12 March 2019  

o Private Hire Operator Conditions and the 
Provision of Adapted Vehicles 

Michael Pitt 

o  Review of Private Hire Operator Application 
Procedures  

Michael Pitt 
 

o Constitutional arrangements for delegations 
to Officers surrounding the issue of 
licences for premises where gambling 
takes place (6,10/7/18) 

Michael 
Pitt/Dimple 
Roopchand 
 

Unallocated Items  

o Electronic Payment of Fares in Hackney 
Carriage Vehicles 

 

Michael Pitt 

o Private Hire Operator Conditions and the 
Provision of Adapted Vehicles 
[Recommendation] 

Michael Pitt 

Standing Items  

o Licensing Sub-Committee Decisions 
(Annual report to first meeting in the municipal year 

6,9/7/13) 

Michael Pitt 
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REPORT TO: LICENSING COMMITTEE

DATE: 12 MARCH 2019 

TITLE: PRIVATE HIRE OPERATOR APPLICATION 
PROCEDURE UPDATE

LEAD OFFICER: MICHAEL PITT, ENVIRONMENT AND LICENSING 
MANAGER (01279) 446114

CONTRIBUTING OFFICER: DAVID TAYLOR, PRINCIPAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
HEALTH OFFICER (LICENSING) (01279) 446164

RECOMMENDED that:

A The revised Operator Licensing Procedures, attached as Appendix 2 to the 
report, be adopted.

BACKGROUND

1. The Council regulates the provision of ‘Private Hire’ vehicles under the 
provisions Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 (the Act).  
These provisions provide for the licensing of drivers, vehicles and operators.

2. Current Council procedures for the grant of an operator’s licence under Section 
55 of the Act are reproduced in Appendix 1 to the report. The procedure is 
divided into two sections, the first relates to an Operator wishing to conduct his 
business from residential premises and the latter in regard to an Operator 
wishing conduct his business from commercial premises. Current procedures 
require the Council to consult with Essex Fire and Rescue and with Essex 
Police. No more than two vehicles may be operated from residential premises.

ISSUES/PROPOSALS

3. The Act does not provide grounds for the refusal by the Council to grant to a 
person a licence to operate a limited number of vehicles from residential 
premises. The only grounds for refusal are those relating to whether the 
applicant is a fit and proper person or ineligible by reason of his immigration 
status.

4. The absence of available parking and the likelihood of increased congestion 
around a residential Operator’s base may give cause for concern to local 
residents. Some local authorities have attempted to impose a condition on 
licence which prohibits more than a specified number of private hire vehicles 
being parked within a specified distance of the Operator’s base. Whilst this 
would at first sight appear to be a sensible measure to limit congestion around a 
residential Operator’s base, some legal commentators have suggested that such 
a condition is not justified by the law. Furthermore, any vehicle which is insured, 
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taxed and has a current MOT may be parked at any legitimate parking place on 
the public highway subject to parking restrictions. It is difficult to see how a local 
authority can remove such rights by imposing a condition on a licence.

5. An Operator working from residential premises may need to obtain Planning 
Consent. Some local authorities require this to be obtained before an application 
for an Operator’s licence will be considered.  The counter position is that 
licensing and planning functions are distinct requirements and should be dealt 
with independently. The latter accords with comparable provisions under the 
Licensing Act 2003 and the Gambling Act 2005 where the grant of a premises 
licence is not contingent on the existence of planning consent.

6. Essex Police have advised that they do not require notification of an application 
for an Operator licence and will not make representations.

7. Adoption of revised procedures, attached as Appendix 2 to the report, for the 
grant of an Operator’s licence is proposed. These proposals reflect the 
considerations set out at paragraphs 3 to 6 of the report. It will be made clear to 
all licence holders that grant of an Operator licence does not confer consent 
under any other legislation. Essex Police and Fire and Rescue will no longer be 
consulted.

IMPLICATIONS

Place (Includes Sustainability)
Licensing considerations are as set out in the report.
Author: Michael Pitt, Environment and Licensing Manager

Finance (Includes ICT)
None specific. 
Author: Andrew Smith, Finance Manager on the behalf of Simon Freeman, 
Head of Finance and Deputy to the Managing Director

Housing
None specific.
Author: Andrew Murray, Head of Housing

Community Wellbeing (Includes Equalities and Social Inclusion)
As contained within the report .
Author: Jane Greer, Head of Community Wellbeing

Governance (Includes HR)
Subject to these changes, Section 55(3) Local Government (Miscellaneous) 
Provisions Act 1976 will still allow Members the right to attach conditions to the grant 
of a private hire operator licence where they consider it reasonably necessary to do 
so.  
Author: Simon Hill, Head of Governance
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Appendices

Appendix 1 – Existing Procedures for Grant of an Operator Licence using 
Commercial and Residential Premises
Appendix 2 – Proposed Procedures for Grant of an Operator Licence

Background Papers

None

Glossary of terms/abbreviations used

The Act – The Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
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Appendix 1 

 

Existing procedures for grant of an Operator licence 
using Commercial and Residential Premises
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PRIVATE HIRE OPERATOR LICENSING USING RESIDENTIAL PREMISES 

Procedure for the grant, renewal or transfer of a Private Hire Operator licence 

General Information 

A private hire vehicle may only be despatched to a customer by a private hire 
operator.  An ‘Operator’ is a person who holds an operators’ licence granted under 
section 55 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976. 

A private hire operator’s licence is valid for a maximum period of 60 months.  

A residential private hire operator may operate a maximum of 2 vehicles. 

The Licensing Team advise that applicants check that use of their premises to 
operate private hire vehicles will not breach covenants or planning consent.   

Making an application for the first time 

An application for an operator’s licence must be made in writing accompanied by the 
correct fee to: Harlow Council, Licensing Team, Civic Centre, The Water Gardens, 
Harlow, Essex. CM20 1WG 

A copy of the application must be sent by the applicant to: Essex Police Divisional 
Licensing Unit, Harlow Police Station, Crown Gate, Harlow, Essex CM20 1HG 

The Licensing Team shall process the application as follows; 

Enquiries shall be made as to whether the applicant is a ‘fit and proper’ person to be 
granted a private hire operator licence. This will be done primarily through basic 
checks made with the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS). 

An inspection will be made of the premises to ensure that it is suitable for use. 

The Licensing Team will consult with Essex Police 

A copy of the application will be sent to Essex Fire and Rescue 

The applicant shall display a notice of the application at their premises. 

Determination of Applications 

Harlow Council Licensing Team shall determine of all non-contentious applications. 

Contentious applications shall be determined by the Licensing Subcommittee or by 
the Environment and Licensing Manager under delegated authority. 

Reasons why an application may be deemed contentious may include: 

a) DBS disclosure information gives concern that the applicant might not be a ‘fit 
and proper’ person. 

b) Relevant objections or adverse comments have been received by the Council. 

c) The premises are not suitable for the intended use. 

Renewal Application 

An application for renewal of an operator’s licence must be made in writing 
accompanied by the correct fee to the above address. 

Arrangements to inspect the operator’s premises shall be undertaken where 
necessary to determine whether they remain suitable for use.   
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At specified intervals, repeat basic DBS checks will be undertaken. 

Determination of Renewal Applications 

The Licensing Team shall determine non-contentious renewal applications. 

The Licensing Subcommittee or Environment and Licensing Manager under 
delegated authority shall determine contentious applications.  

Reasons why a renewal application may be deemed contentious may include: 

a) Periodic DBS checks indicate the applicant may no longer be ‘fit and proper’. 

b) Complaints regarding the operation of the private hire operator’s licence have 
been received during the preceding licensing period. 

c) A relevant objection has been received to the renewal of the licence. 

d) The premises are no longer suitable for use. 

e) Council conditions or legal requirements have not been complied with under a 
previous licence.  

Transfer of an existing licence 

An application for transfer of an operator’s licence must be made in writing signed by 
the transferor and transferee and accompanied by the correct fee to the licensing 
team at the address above. 

Enquiries will be made as to whether the applicant is a ‘fit and proper’ person to hold 
a private hire operator’s licence.   This is done primarily through a check made with 
the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) 

Harlow Council Licensing Team shall consult Essex Police. 

Determination of Transfer Applications 

The Licensing Team shall determine all non-contentious transfer applications. 

The Licensing Subcommittee or the Environment and Licensing Manager under 
delegated authority shall determine contentious applications.   

Reasons why a transfer application may be deemed contentious may include: 

a) DBS disclosure information gives concern that the applicant may not be a ‘fit 
and proper’ person. 

b) Relevant objections have been received to the transfer of the licence.  

c) The premises are not suitable for their intended use. 

Conditions: All licences are subject to compliance with Harlow Council’s ‘Standard 
Conditions’ as well as any specific conditions relevant to the licence concerned.  

Further Information: This advice note has been designed to answer the usual 
enquiries received regarding the granting of a Private Hire Operators licence. It is not 
intended to cover all the legal requirements.  Further information and advice can be 
obtained from the Licensing Team, Civic Centre, The Water Gardens, Harlow, Essex 
CM20 1WG. Telephone (01279) 446005/446561. 
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Right of Appeal:  An applicant may appeal to the Magistrates Court against the 
refusal of the local authority to issue a licence or the imposition of conditions on that 
licence under S55(4) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976. 
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PRIVATE HIRE OPERATOR LICENSING – COMMERCIAL PREMISES 

Procedure for the grant, renewal or transfer of a Private Hire Operator licence 

General Information: A private hire vehicle may only be despatched to a customer 
by a private hire operator.  An ‘Operator’ is a person who holds an operator’s licence 
granted under section 55 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 
1976.    

A Private Hire Operator’s licence is valid for a maximum period of 60 months. 

Persons applying for grant of a private hire operator’s licence are advised to check 
that their premises have the necessary planning consent. 

Making a New Application 

An application for an operator’s licence must be made in writing accompanied by a 
scale drawing of the premises and the correct fee to: Harlow Council, Licensing 
Team, Civic Centre, The Water Gardens, Harlow. Essex. CM20 1WG. 

A copy of the application must be sent by the applicant to: 

a) Essex County Fire and Rescue, West Command, Rear of Harlow Fire 
Station, Fourth Avenue, Harlow, Essex CM20 1DU 
westareacommand@essex-fire.gov.uk  

b) Essex Police Divisional Licensing Unit (Harlow), Harlow Police Station, 
Crown Gate, Harlow, Essex CM20 1HG 

The one page “DISPLAY” copy of the application must be displayed on the outside of 
the premises for 28 days following the date that the fully completed application has 
been submitted to Harlow Council Licensing Team.  

The application will be processed by the Licensing Team as follows: 

Enquiries will be made as to whether the applicant is a ‘fit and proper’ person to be 
granted a private hire operator licence. This is done primarily through checks made 
with the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS). 

An inspection of the premises will be made to determine whether they are suitable 
for the intended use.   

Harlow Council Licensing Team will consult with; 

 a) Essex Fire and Rescue Service 

b) Essex Police 

c) Harlow Council Development Control 

The applicant shall place a public notice of the application in a local newspaper. 

Determining the Application  

The Licensing Team shall determine non-contentious applications. 

The Licensing Subcommittee or Environment and Licensing Manager under 
delegated authority shall determine contentious applications. 

The reasons why an application may be deemed contentious may include: 
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d) DBS disclosure information gives concern that the applicant may not be a ‘fit 
and proper’ person. 

e) Relevant objections have been received to the grant of the licence. 

f) Adverse comments have been received from one or more of the consultees. 

g) The premises are not considered to be suitable for their intended use. 

Renewal Application 

An application to renew an operator’s licence must be in writing accompanied by the 
correct fee.  

Arrangements to inspect the operator’s premises shall be undertaken where 
necessary to determine whether they remain suitable for use. 

At specified intervals, the renewal process will include repeat basic DBS checks. 

Determining the Renewal Application 

The Licensing Team shall determine all non-contentious renewal applications. 

The Licensing Subcommittee or the Environment and Licensing Manager under 
delegated authority shall determine contentious applications. 

Reasons why a renewal application may be deemed contentious may include: 

f) Periodic DBS checks indicate the applicant may no longer be ‘fit and proper’. 

g) Complaints regarding the operation of the private hire operator’s licence have 
been received during the preceding licensing period. 

h) A relevant objection has been received to the renewal of the licence. 

i) The premises are no longer suitable for use. 

j) Council conditions or legal requirements have not been complied with under a 
previous licence.  

Transfer Application 

An application for transfer of a private hire operator’s licence must be in writing 
signed by the transferor and transferee accompanied by the correct fee. 

Enquiries will be made as to whether the applicant is a ‘fit and proper’ person to be 
granted a private hire operator licence. This is done primarily through basic checks 
made with the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS). 

An inspection will be made of the premises to determine whether they are/remain 
suitable for the intended use.   

Harlow Council Licensing Team will consult with Essex Police and Essex Fire and 
Rescue Service. 

Determination of transfer Applications 

The Licensing Team shall determine all non-contentious transfer applications. 

The Licensing Subcommittee or Environment and Licensing Manager under 
delegated authority shall determine contentious applications. 

The reasons why an application may be deemed contentious may include: 
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a) DBS disclosure information gives concern that the applicant may not be a ‘fit 
and proper’ person. 

b) Relevant objections have been received to the transfer of the licence. 

c) Adverse comments have been received from the consultees. 

d) Premises are not suitable for their intended use. 

Conditions: All licences are issued subject to compliance with Harlow Council’s 
‘Standard Conditions’ as well as any specific conditions relevant to the premises 
concerned. 

Further Information: This advice note has been designed to answer the usual 
enquiries received regarding the granting of a Private Hire Operators licence.  It is 
not intended to cover all the legal requirements and further information and advice 
may be obtained from the Licensing Team, Civic Centre, The Water Gardens, 
Harlow, Essex CM20 1WG. Telephone (01279) 446009/446005 

Right of Appeal: An applicant may appeal to the Magistrates Court against the 
refusal of the local authority to issue a licence or to the imposition of conditions on 
the licence under the provisions of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) 
Act 1976 S55(4) . 
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PRIVATE HIRE OPERATOR LICENSING 

Procedure for the grant of a Private Hire Operator licence 

General Information  

A private hire vehicle may only be despatched to a customer by a private hire 
Operator.  An ‘Operator’ is a person who holds an operator’s licence granted under 
section 55 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976.    

A Private Hire Operator’s licence is valid for a maximum period of 60 months. 

Persons applying for grant of a private hire operator’s licence are advised to check 
their premises have the necessary planning consent. 

Making an Application 

An application for an operator’s licence must;  

 Be made in writing, signed by the applicant 

 Be accompanied by a scale drawing of the premises 

 Be supported by a basic DBS disclosure (dated not more than 28 days prior to 
the date when the licence application is made) 

 Be supported with any necessary further documentation to establish the 
applicant’s right to work in the UK, see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/licensing-authority-guide-to-right-
to-work-checks 

 Be supported with any necessary further information to establish that the 
applicant is a ‘fit and proper person’ to be granted a licence.   

Completed applications must be sent to Harlow Council, Licensing Team, Civic 
Centre, The Water Gardens, Harlow. Essex. CM20 1WG accompanied by the 
correct fee. A visit may be made to the premises by a member of the licensing team. 

The Licensing Team will notify Development Control (Planning Office) that an 
application for an Operator licence had been received.  A copy of the application will 
be provided to Development Control. 

Determining the Application  

The Licensing Team shall determine non-contentious applications. 

The Licensing Subcommittee or Environment and Licensing Manager under 
delegated authority shall determine contentious applications. 

The reasons why an application may be deemed contentious may include: 

a) DBS disclosure information or any further relevant information has given 
concern that the applicant may not be a ‘fit and proper’ person to be granted a 
licence. 

b) The applicant is barred from holding a licence by means of his immigration 
status. 
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Conditions  

An Operator licence is granted subject to Harlow Council’s ‘Standard Conditions’ as 
well as any specific conditions relevant to the licence holder. 

Further Information 

This advice note has been designed to answer the usual enquiries received 
regarding the granting of a Private Hire Operators licence.  It is not intended to cover 
all the legal requirements and further information and advice may be obtained from 
the Licensing Team, Civic Centre, The Water Gardens, Harlow, Essex CM20 1WG. 
Telephone (01279) 446009/446005 

Right of Appeal 

An applicant may appeal to the Magistrates Court against the refusal of the local 
authority to issue a licence or to the imposition of conditions on the licence under the 
provisions of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 S55(4) . 
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REPORT TO: LICENSING COMMITTEE

DATE: 12 MARCH 2019 

TITLE: PRIVATE HIRE OPERATOR CONDITIONS AND 
THE PROVISION OF ADAPTED VEHICLES

LEAD OFFICER: MICHAEL PITT, ENVIRONMENT AND LICENSING 
MANAGER (01279) 446114

CONTRIBUTING OFFICER: DAVID TAYLOR, PRINCIPAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
HEALTH OFFICER (LICENSING) (01279) 446164

RECOMMENDED that:

A Adoption of revised Private Hire Operator conditions be deferred pending the 
outcome of Government proposals to amend licensing legislation and issue new 
guidance.

B A survey be undertaken to identify the extent of any unmet need for wheelchair 
accessible vehicles in Harlow.

BACKGROUND

1. The Council regulates the provision of ‘Private Hire’ vehicles under the 
provisions Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976.  These 
provisions provide for the licensing of drivers, vehicles and operators.

2. At its meeting on 20 November 2018 the Committee resolved that consultation 
be carried out on proposed replacement Private Hire Operator licensing 
conditions. The consultation was published on 11 December 2018 and remained 
open for six weeks. One representation, attached as Appendix A to the report, 
was received. The respondent is a representative of the Harlow Private Hire 
Association. On this occasion he made it clear that the views expressed are his 
own and not necessarily those of the Association.

3. In September 2018 the Task and Finish Group on Taxi and Private Hire Vehicle 
Licensing commissioned by the Transport Minister and chaired by Professor 
Abdel-Haq published its report “Taxi and Private Hire Vehicle Licensing: Steps 
towards a safer and more robust system”. In February 2019 the Government 
published “Moving Britain Ahead”, a response setting out its position on each of 
the 34 recommendations. This recognises that the industry is undergoing 
structural changes and states that legislation will be brought forward in the near 
future to introduce national minimum standards to ensure a high common safety 
level for travellers, accompanied by revised guidance.
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ISSUES/PROPOSALS

4. Proposed changes in legislation and guidance are very likely to affect operator 
licensing and it therefore appears prudent to defer adoption of replacement 
operator conditions until the effects of government proposals are clear.

5. Nonetheless it remains the case that no wheelchair accessible private hire 
vehicles are licensed by the Council. The consultation response raises a 
concern about the potential cost of wheelchair accessible vehicle requirements 
to larger operators, and suggests that any requirement ought to be supported by 
better evidence of unmet need. An ‘unmet needs survey’ would inform 
development of any future minimum requirement for adapted vehicles in 
operator licensing conditions.

IMPLICATIONS

Place (Includes Sustainability)
As set out in the report.
Author: Michael Pitt, Environment and Licensing Manager

Finance (Includes ICT)
None specific. 
Author: Andrew Smith, Finance Manager on the behalf of Simon Freeman, 
Head of Finance and Deputy to the Managing Director

Housing
None specific.
Author: Andrew Murray, Head of Housing

Community Wellbeing (Includes Equalities and Social Inclusion)
As contained within the report.  
Author: Jane Greer, Head of Community Wellbeing

Governance (Includes HR)
The information collated as part of the unmet needs survey will ensure the Council 
can offer equality to private hire vehicle users for whom wheelchair accessible 
vehicles are required to be made available.  
Author: Simon Hill, Head of Governance

Appendices

Appendix A – Consultation Response

Background Papers
None.

Glossary of terms/abbreviations used
None.
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Licensing Committee 12th March 2019

Appendix A

Representation to Council consultation on 
Operator Conditions
Please consider the following for consultation. 

5 - CCTV - This should not be an operator condition but a vehicle licensing condition. 
Enforcement of vehicles is not in the remit of operators and to include this in these 
conditions is simply a lazy way for licensing to pass enforcement onto operators. 
This is quite simply introducing new vehicle conditions by the back door. 
The high cost of CCTV that stores data remotely needs properly investigating and I 
suggest the council consults further on this with Mr Andy Ashton as he installs 
equipment such as this and knows of the pros and cons to avoid adding an extra 
financial burden on PH drivers. 

6 - Facilities for Electronic Payment of Fares - Again this is another attempt to 
introduce a new condition onto operators which should be attached to either vehicle 
compliance of driver licensing after proper investigation regarding the cost.. 

17 - Assistance Dogs - This paragraph fails to mention the possibility of a driver 
having a Notice of Exemption under the Disability Discrimination Act 

18 - Adapted Vehicles - 100% of the towns Hackney Carriage fleet are capable of 
carrying a standard size wheelchair while the wheelchair user remains seated. Due 
to the high cost of adapted vehicles this condition needs full and proper research. Is 
there an unmet demand for vehicles to provide transport for larger wheel chairs and 
if so then how many complaints or enquiries have the council received about this 
issue? 
Also where has the figure 1 in 20 of the fleet come from? Both ABC and Metro have 
around 100 PH vehicles meaning that they would have to purchase 5 adapted 
vehicles each at considerable cost. Is it really feasible in a town with our population 
that 10 passengers with oversize wheelchairs would want a private hire vehicle at 
the same time? I would like to see the results of any study proving this to be the 
case. 
Many of the wheelchair adapted vehicles that I have looked at online have smaller 
replacement rear seats. This would render them unusable for normal private hire 
work as the rear seats do not meet the minimum width requirements for licensing 
(See attached photos). This could mean that these vehicles sit idle until they are 
requested. This raises issues of cost effectiveness and vehicle storage. 

Thank you for taking the time to read my comments.
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REPORT TO: LICENSING COMMITTEE

DATE: 12 MARCH 2019

TITLE: GAMBLING ACT 2005 DELEGATION OF 
FUNCTIONS

LEAD OFFICER: MICHAEL PITT, ENVIRONMENT AND LICENSING 
MANAGER (01279) 446114

RECOMMENDED that:

A The delegation of functions, attached as Appendix A to the report, be noted

BACKGROUND

1. At its meeting on 10 July 2018 the Licensing Committee resolved to receive 
information about the arrangements for delegation of functions to Officers of 
Gambling Act functions.

ISSUES/PROPOSALS

2. The Council is required to make and publish a statement of policy on its 
implementation of Gambling Act functions. The Council’s policy sets out which 
licensing functions are delegated to officers.

3. Full Council on the recommendation of Licensing Committee adopted a scheme 
of delegation as part of its Statement of Gambling Act licensing policy at its 
meeting of 04 February 2016. The provisions for delegation of functions are 
attached as Appendix A. These reflect appropriate national guidance and are 
substantially the same as delegations made under earlier iterations of the 
Council’s policy.

IMPLICATIONS

Place (Includes Sustainability)
As set out in the report.
Author: Michael Pitt, Environment and Licensing Manager

Finance (Includes ICT)
None specific. 
Author: Andrew Smith, Finance Manager on the behalf of Simon Freeman, 
Head of Finance and Deputy to the Managing Director
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Housing
None specific.
Author: Andrew Murray, Head of Housing

Community Wellbeing (Includes Equalities and Social Inclusion)
As contained within the report. 
Author: Jane Greer, Head of Community Wellbeing

Governance (Includes HR)
None specific. 
Author: Simon Hill, Head of Governance

Appendices

Appendix A – Delegation of Functions

Background Papers

None.

Glossary of terms/abbreviations used

None.
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APPENDIX A 
 

DELEGATION OF FUNCTIONS        APPENDIX F 

Matter to be dealt 
with 

Full Council Sub-committee  
of Licensing 
Committee 

Environment and 
Licensing Manager 

Final approval of 
three year licensing 
policy  

X    

Policy not to permit 
casinos 

X    

Fee setting  
(when appropriate) 

X    

Application for  
premises licences 

 Where  
representations  
have been  
received and  
not withdrawn 

Where no  
representations  
received/  
representations  
have been  
withdrawn  

Application for a  
variation of licence 

 Where 
representations have 
been received and  
not withdrawn  

Where no  
representations  
received/  
representations  
have been  
withdrawn  

Review of a 
premises licence 

 X  
 

 

Application for club 
gaming/  
club machine permits 

 Where objections 
have been  
made and not 
withdrawn  

Where no  
objections  
made/objections  
have been  
withdrawn  

Cancellation of club 
gaming/  
club machine permits 

 X 
 

 

Application for other 
permits  

  X  
 

Cancellation of 
licensed  
premises gaming 
machine permits  

  X  
 

Consideration of  
temporary use notice  

  X  
 

Decision to give a 
counter  
notice to a temporary 
use notice  

 X  
 

 

 

X Indicates at the lowest level to which decisions can be delegated 
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